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STABILITY OF MEASURES ON KA¨HLER MANIFOLDS
LEONARDO BILIOTTI AND ALESSANDRO GHIGI
Abstract. Let (M,ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and let K be a compact
group that acts on M in a Hamiltonian fashion. We study the action
of KC on probability measures on M . First of all we identify an ab-
stract setting for the momentum mapping and give numerical criteria
for stability, semi-stability and polystability. Next we apply this setting
to the action of KC on measures. We get various stability criteria for
measures on Ka¨hler manifolds. The same circle of ideas gives a very
general surjectivity result for a map originally studied by Hersch and
Bourguignon-Li-Yau.
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1. Introduction
Let (M,ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and let K a compact connected Lie
group. Assume that K acts on M in a Hamiltonian way with momentum
mapping µ : M −→ k∗. For ν a positive measure on M set
F(ν) :=
∫
M
µ(x)dν(x).(1.1)
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This defines a map from the set of measures to k∗. This map has been
studied at different levels of generality by Hersch [29], Millson and Zombro
[36], Bourguignon, Peter Li and Yau [11] and ourselves [8]. Recall that
G := KC acts on M and hence on the set of measures on M . As in the
quoted papers, we are interested in the following problem:
Problem 1.2. Assume that 0 belongs to the interior of the convex envelope
of µ(M) and let ν be a measure on M . Is there g ∈ G such that F(g ·ν) = 0?
This question is motivated by an application to upper bounds for the first
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on functions. For more details see 7.17 or the
introduction to [8]. In this paper we concentrate on Problem 1.2 leaving
aside the applications to eigenvalue estimates.
For a sufficiently regular measure a positive answer to Problem 1 is known
in a few cases, namelyM = P1 (Hersch in 1970 [29]),M = Pn (Bourguignon,
Li and Yau in 1994 [11]) and M a flag manifold (ourselves in 2013 [8]). In
all these cases ω is the symmetric metric and K is the connected component
of the isometry group.
Our main theorem is a rather vast generalization of these results.
Theorem 1.3. The answer to Problem 1.2 is positive for an arbitrary
Ka¨hler manifold with a Hamiltonian action of K and for any probability
measure ν that is absolutely continuous with respect to smooth strictly posi-
tive measures.
(See 5.26 and Definition 5.27 for the definition of this class of measures.
See Theorem 6.14 for the actual result which is in fact stronger than stated
here).
To study Problem 1.2 we cast it in a momentum mapping picture. The
natural action to consider is the action of G on the set P(M) of Borel
probability measures on M . This set does not seem to admit a reason-
able symplectic structure. (But see [17] for something similar in the case of
Euclidean space.) One could find some space admitting a symplectic struc-
ture and fibering over P(M) and one could lift the problem to this space.
But this seems rather artificial. Instead it turns out that the part of the
momentum mapping/G.I.T. picture which is needed can be developed on
a topological space with no symplectic structure. Thus our first goal is to
build up a theory for the momentum mapping that can be applied to the
action of G on P(M). This is the content of Sections 2-4.
More precisely, given a Hausdorff topological space with a continuous G-
action and a set of functions formally similar to the classical Kempf-Ness
functions (see 2.6) we define an analogue of the momentum mapping and the
usual concepts of stability (see Definition 3.1). The point of this construc-
tion is that one can characterize stability, semi-stability and polystability of
a point x by numerical criteria, that is in terms of a function called maximal
weight and denoted λx, which is defined on Tits boundary of G/K. See
2.23 for the definition of λx and Theorems 3.4, 4.17, 4.14 for the precise
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statements. We also establish a version of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion
(Corollary 3.8) and the openness of the set of stable points (Corollary 3.10).
In the classical case of a group action on a Ka¨hler manifold these character-
izations are due to Mundet i Riera [38, 39], Teleman [43], Kapovich, Leeb
and Millson [31] and probably many others. In fact many of these ideas go
back as far as Mumford [37, §2.2].
A different approach to stability on Ka¨hler manifolds is based on the
properties of invariant plurisubharmonic functions and the Mostow fibration
instead of Kempf-Ness functions. This has been developed over the years
by Azad, Heinzner, Huckleberry, Loeb, Loose, Schwarz and others [5], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. It seems hard to apply this approach in our setting
since it relies heavily on the fact that the space where the group acts is a
complex space. A similar remark applies to the techniques used in [18]. The
main tool there is the gradient flow of the momentum mapping squared.
This is not available without some kind of differentiable structure.
The setting we have chosen to develop the theory is not necessarily the
most natural, nor the most general. However it is well suited for the study
of our problem, namely the stability of probability measures on a compact
Ka¨hler manifold. It should be of interest in other situations. Even in the
classical case of a Hamiltonian action on a compact Ka¨hler manifold, it
offers a rather streamlined proof of the numerical criteria for stability, semi-
stability and polystability.
In Section 5 we apply the abstract theory to the action of G on P(M)
endowed with the weak topology. The map (1.1) turns out be the analogue
of the momentum mapping in this setting. Using the Morse-Bott theory
of the momentum mapping on M we are able to compute rather explicitly
the maximal weight λν of ν ∈ P(M). Indeed fix a non-zero v ∈ k and let
c0 < · · · < cr be the critical values of µ
v := 〈µ, v〉. Let Ci := (µ
v)−1(ci) be
the critical components. Set
W ui := {x ∈M : lim
t→+∞
exp(itv) · x ∈ Ci}.
This is the unstable manifold of Ci for the gradient flow of µ
v. Denote by
e(−v) the point of ∂∞X corresponding to the geodesic t 7→ exp(−itv) ·K in
G/K. The maximal weight can be computed in terms of these Morse data
and the result is rather clean:
λν(e(−v)) =
r∑
i=0
ci · ν(W
u
i ).
Based on this formula we get various stability criteria for measures. For ex-
ample every measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to a smooth
strictly positive measure is stable up to shifting the momentum mapping
(Theorem 5.31).
In Section 6 we go back to Problem 1.2. The first step is analogous to
something known in the finite-dimensional case: if the stabilizer of a measure
ν is compact, then the restriction of F to the orbit G · ν is a submersion
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(Theorem 6.4). Under a mild regularity assumption on ν the restriction of F
to G ·ν is in fact a smooth fibration onto the interior of the convex envelope
of µ(M) (Theorem 6.14). Theorem 1.3 follows immediately.
Section 7 contains some applications. Using the previous results we get
a precise characterization of stable, semi-stable and polystable measures on
Pn (Theorems 7.6 and 7.8), extending previous work by Millson-Zombro and
Donaldson.
Next we turn to the application to upper bounds for λ1. We explain that
the results in the paper give shorter and more conceptual proofs of some
known statements. We also explain what is missing to get a very general
estimate for λ1 using these ideas.
Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank Luigi Fontana, Daniel
Greb, Peter Heinzner and Ignasi Mundet i Riera for interesting discus-
sions/emails related to the subject of this paper. They also wish to thank
the Max-Planck Institut fu¨r Mathematik, Bonn for excellent conditions pro-
vided during their visit at this institution, where they started working on
the subject of this paper. Finally they wish to thank the referees for reading
very carefully the manuscript.
2. Kempf-Ness functions
In this section we introduce an abstract setting for actions of complex
reductive groups on topological spaces. More precisely, we define functions
similar to the classical Kempf-Ness functions, from which we derive the
whole momentum mapping picture. We start with some remarks on convex
functions of symmetric spaces.
2.1. Let X be a symmetric space of the noncompact type. (Some of the
following statements hold more generally if X is a Hadamard manifold or
even a CAT (0)–space. We restrict to the case of a symmetric space which
is the only one needed for the theory of the momentum mapping.) Two
unit speed geodesics γ, γ′ : R → X are equivalent, denoted γ ∼ γ′, if
supt>0 d(γ(t), γ
′(t)) < +∞. The Tits boundary of X, denoted by ∂∞X,
is the set of equivalence classes of unit speed geodesics in X. Assume that
X = G/K with G is a connected Lie group and K ⊂ G a maximal compact
subgroup. Put o := K ∈ X. For v ∈ k, let γv denote the geodesic γv(t) :=
exp(itv)K. Mapping v to the tangent vector γ˙v(0) yields an isomorphism
k ∼= ToX. Since any geodesic ray in X is equivalent to a unique ray starting
from o, the map
e : S(k)→ ∂∞X, e(v) := [γ
v],(2.2)
where S(k) is the unit sphere in k, is a bijection. The sphere topology is the
topology on ∂∞X such that e is a homeomorphism. (For more details on
the Tits boundary see for example [10, §I.2].)
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2.3. Let X be a topological space. A continuous function u : X → R is an
exhaustion if for any c ∈ R the set f−1((−∞, c]) is compact. A continuous
function is an exhaustion if and only if it is bounded below and proper. The
following lemma is proven in greater generality in the paper [31, §3.1] by
Kapovich, Leeb and Millson. Since it is basic to everything that follows, we
recall its proof in detail. For more information on the geometry of convex
functions on symmetric spaces and the relation with their Tits boundary see
[31] especially pp. 313-316.
Lemma 2.4. Let u : X → R be a smooth convex function on X. If u is
globally Lipschitz, the function
u∞ : ∂∞X → R, u∞([γ]) := lim
t→+∞
(u ◦ γ)′(t),(2.5)
is well–defined. Moreover u is an exhaustion if and only if u∞ > 0 on ∂∞X.
Proof. Since f := u ◦ γ is convex,
f(s)
s
≤ f ′(s) ≤
f(t)− f(s)
t− s
for 0 < s < t.
Moreover the first two quantities are increasing in s, the third in t. Thus
lim
s→+∞
f(s)
s
≤ lim
s→+∞
f ′(s) ≤ lim
t→+∞
f(t)− f(s)
t− s
.
Since the last limit equals the first we get limt→+∞ f
′(t) = limt→+∞ f(t)/t.
If γ˜ is another geodesic and d(γ(t), γ˜(t)) ≤ C, then |u◦γ(t)/t−u◦ γ˜(t)/t| ≤
LC/t, where L is a Lipschitz constant for u. Therefore
lim
t→+∞
(u ◦ γ)′(t) = lim
t→+∞
u ◦ γ(t)
t
= lim
t→+∞
u ◦ γ˜(t)
t
= lim
t→+∞
(u ◦ γ˜)′(t).
This shows that u∞ is well-defined. It is finite since |f
′(s)| ≤ L. Assume
now that u is an exhaustion. Given γ there is t0 > 0 such that for t > t0,
u ◦ γ(t) > u ◦ γ(0). Thus
u∞[γ] = lim
t→+∞
u ◦ γ(t)− u ◦ γ(0)
t
> 0.
Conversely assume that u∞([γ]) > 0 for any [γ] ∈ ∂∞X. Fix x ∈ X and let
S be the unit sphere in TxX. For any v ∈ S let γ
v(t) = expx(tv). Since
u∞([γ
v ]) > 0 there are ε(v) > 0 and Tv such that u ◦ γ
v(t) ≥ 2ε(v)t for
any t ≥ Tv. By continuity there is a neighbourhood Uv ⊂ S of v such that
u(expx(Tvw)) ≥ ε(v)Tv for any w ∈ Uv. Since u ◦ γw is convex, the function
u ◦ γw(t)/t is increasing. Thus u(expx(tw)) ≥ ε(v)t for any t ≥ Tv and any
w ∈ Uv. If S =
⋃k
i=1 Uvi set T := max{Tvi} and ε := min{ε(vi)}. Then
u(expx v) ≥ ε|v| for any v ∈ TxX with |v| ≥ T . This shows that u is an
exhaustion function. 
2.6. Let M be a Hausdorff topological space and let K be a compact con-
nected Lie group. Denote by G = KC the complexification of K and assume
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that G acts from the left on M and that the action is continuous, that is
the map G×M → M is continuous. Starting with these data we are going
to consider a function Ψ : M ×G→ R, subject to six conditions. The first
four conditions are the following ones:
(P1) For any x ∈ M the function Ψ(x, ·) is smooth on G.
(P2) The function Ψ(x, ·) is left–invariant with respect to K: Ψ(x, kg) =
Ψ(x, g).
(P3) For any x ∈ M , and any v ∈ k and t ∈ R
d2
dt2
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) ≥ 0.
Moreover
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) = 0
if and only if exp(Cv) ⊂ Gx.
(P4) For any x ∈ M , and any g, h ∈ G
Ψ(x, g) + Ψ(gx, h) = Ψ(x, hg).
(This equation is called the cocycle condition.)
2.7. Set
X := G/K.
Fix an Ad–invariant scalar product 〈·, ·〉 on k and consider the corresponding
Riemannian metric on X. If Ψ is a function satisfying (P1)–(P4), then by
(P2) the function g 7→ Ψ(x, g−1) descends to a function on X:
ψx : X → R, ψx(gK) := Ψ(x, g
−1).(2.8)
Using ψx instead of Ψ the cocycle condition reads
ψx(ghK) = ψx(gK) + ψg−1x(hK).(P4
′)
We can now state our fifth assumption:
(P5) For all x ∈ M , the function ψx is globally Lipschitz on X.
2.9. Let 〈·, ·〉 : k∗×k→ R be the duality pairing. For x ∈ M define F(x) ∈ k∗
by requiring that
(2.10) 〈F(x), v〉 = −dψx(o)(γ˙
v(0)) =
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψx(exp(−itv)K) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, exp(itv)).
(Notation as in 2.1.) The following is the last condition imposed on the
function Ψ:
(P6) The map F : M → k∗ is continuous.
The following definition summarizes the above discussion.
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Definition 2.11. If K is a compact connected Lie group, G = KC and M
is a topological space with a continuous G–action, a Kempf-Ness function
for (M , G,K) is a function
Ψ : M ×G→ R,
that satisfies conditions (P1)–(P6). We call F the momentum mapping of
(M , G,K,Ψ).
2.12. The basic example of a Kempf-Ness function is the following. Let
(M,J) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold of complex dimension n and let K
be a compact connected Lie group. Assume that K acts almost effectively
and holomorphically on M and that g is a K-invariant Ka¨hler metric with
Ka¨hler form ω. If v ∈ k, let vM ∈ X(M) denote the fundamental vector field
induced on M . Assume that the action of K on (M,ω) is Hamiltonian and
fix a momentum mapping
µ :M → k∗.
If v ∈ k, set µv := 〈µ, v〉. That µ is a momentum mapping means that it is
K-equivariant and that dµv = ivMω. It is well-known that the action of K
extends to a holomorphic action of the complexification G := KC.
It has been proven by Mundet [38, §3] that one can always choose a func-
tion ΨM : M ×G → R that has the properties (P1)–(P4). Set ψMx (gK) :=
ΨM(x, g−1). Then
−dψMx (o)(γ˙
v(0)) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ΨM (x, exp(itv)) = µv(x).(2.13)
Hence F = µ and (P6) is satisfied. Moreover it follows from (2.22) that
dψMx (gK)(gγ˙
v(0)) = dψM
g−1x
(o)(γ˙v(0)). SinceM is compact, ||µ|| is a bounded
function, so ψMx is Lipschitz. Thus also (P5) holds.
In the case of a projective manifold with the restriction of the Fubini-
Study metric ψMx is the function originally defined by Kempf and Ness in
[32].
Next we deduce some immediate consequences of Definition 2.11.
Proposition 2.14. The map F : M → k∗ is K-equivariant.
Proof. By the cocycle condition Ψ(kx, exp(itv)) = Ψ(x, exp(itv)k)−Ψ(x, k).
So using the left-invariance of Ψ(x, ·) with respect to K we get
〈F(kx), v〉 =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, exp(itv)k) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, k−1 exp(itv)k)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ
(
x, exp(itAd(k−1)(v)
)
= Ad∗(k)(F(x))(v).

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2.15. Taking g = h = e in the cocycle condition (P4) we obtain Ψ(x, e) = 0
and so Ψ(x, k) = 0 for every k ∈ K. Moreover, for any x ∈ M and for any
g, h ∈ Gx we have
(2.16) Ψ(x, hg) = Ψ(x, g) + Ψ(x, h).
Lemma 2.17. If v ∈ k and iv ∈ gx, then Ψ(x, exp(itv)) = ψx(exp(−itv)K)
is a linear function of t.
Proof. By (2.16)
Ψ(x, exp(i(t+ s)v) = Ψ(x, exp(itv) · exp(isv)) =
= Ψ(x, exp(itv)) + Ψ(x, exp(isv)).
This shows that t 7→ Ψ(x, exp(itv)) is a morphism from (R,+) to itself.
Since it is continuous, it is a linear map. 
2.18. The linear function considered in the previous lemma is an analogue
of Futaki invariant in the geometry of Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics, see e.g. [45,
Chapter 3] and [44, p. 253].
Lemma 2.19. The function ψx is geodesically convex on X. More precisely,
if v ∈ k and α(t) = g exp(itv)K is a geodesic in X, then ψx ◦ α is either
strictly convex or affine. The latter case occurs if and only if g exp(Cv)g−1 ⊂
Gx. In the case g = e, the function ψx ◦ α is linear if exp(Cv) ⊂ Gx and
strictly convex otherwise.
Proof. Fix t0 ∈ R. Set h := g exp(it0v). By (P4
′)
(2.20) ψx(α(t0 + s)) = ψx(h exp(isv)K) = ψx(hK) + ψh−1x(exp(isv)K).
Hence
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
ψx(α(t)) =
=
d2
ds2
∣∣∣∣
s=0
ψh−1x(exp(isv)K) =
d2
ds2
∣∣∣∣
s=0
Ψ(h−1x, exp(−isv)).
Therefore (P3) yields convexity of ψx ◦ α. If ψx ◦ α is not strictly convex at
t0, then by (P3) we conclude that exp(Cv) ⊂ Gh−1x. By the previous lemma
ψx(exp(itv)K) = Ψ(h
−1x, exp(−itv)) is a linear function of t. By (2.20) we
have ψx(α(t)) = ψx(hK)+ψx(exp(i(t− t0)v)K). This proves ψx◦α is affine.
Moreover from exp(Cv) ⊂ Gh−1x it follows that g exp(Cv)g
−1 ⊂ Gx. The
same computation shows that conversely if g exp(Cv)g−1 ⊂ Gx then ψx ◦ α
is affine. In case g = e we know that ψx(K) = 0 by 2.16, so if the function
is affine, it is in fact linear. 
2.21. The group G acts isometrically on X from the left: for g ∈ G the map
Lg : X → X, Lg(hK) := ghK,
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is an isometry. We will sometimes write simply gx for Lg(x). The cocycle
condition (P4) is equivalent to the following identity between two functions
and a constant:
L∗gψx = ψg−1x + ψx(gK).(2.22)
2.23. Since ψx is Lipschitz, we can apply the machinery of 2.1-2.3. For
x ∈ M denote by λx the function (ψx)∞:
λx : ∂∞X → R, λx([γ]) := lim
t→+∞
d
dt
ψx(γ(t)).
Set
λ : M × ∂∞X −→ R, λ(x, p) := λx(p).(2.24)
By Lemma 2.4 λx and hence λ are well-defined and finite. We call λx the
maximal weight of x. Using the notation defined in (2.2) for v ∈ S(k) we
have
λx(e(v)) = lim
t→+∞
d
dt
ψx(exp(itv)K) = lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(−itv)).(2.25)
2.26. If g ∈ G and γ is a unit speed geodesic, then also g ◦ γ is a unit speed
geodesic and clearly γ ∼ γ′ ⇔ g ◦ γ ∼ g ◦ γ′. Thus setting
g · [γ] := [g ◦ γ]
defines an action of G on ∂∞X. Using the bijection e : S(k) → ∂∞X,
introduced in (2.2), we get a action of G on S(k):
g · v := e−1(g · e(v)).(2.27)
This action is continuous with respect to the sphere topology on ∂∞X (see
e.g [10, p. 41]), but it is not smooth.
Lemma 2.28. For any x ∈ M , any g ∈ G and any p ∈ ∂∞X
λg−1x(p) = λx(g · p).(2.29)
Proof. Assume that p = [γ] for some geodesic γ in X. Then g · p = [g ◦ γ].
By (2.22) we have ψg−1x = L
∗
gψx − ψx(gK). Since ψx(gK) does not depend
on t,
d
dt
ψg−1x(γ(t)) =
d
dt
ψx(g · γ(t)).
The result follows immediately. 
Lemma 2.30. Let x ∈ M . The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) g ∈ G is a critical point of Ψ(x, ·);
(2) F(gx) = 0;
(3) g−1K is a critical point of ψx.
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Proof. Let v ∈ k. Using the cocycle condition (P4), one gets
Ψ(x, exp(itv)g) = Ψ(x, g) + Ψ(gx, exp(itv)).
Therefore
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, exp(itv)g) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(gx, exp(itv)) = 〈F(gx), v〉.(2.31)
Since for any k ∈ K, Ψ(x, kg) = Ψ(x, g), then F(gx) = 0 if and only if g is
a critical point of Ψ(x, ·) if and only if g−1K is a critical point of ψx. 
2.32. Set
Fv(x) := 〈F(x), v〉.
If t, t0 ∈ R, then exp(i(t+ t0)v) = exp(itv) · exp(it0v). Setting g = exp(it0v)
in (2.31) yields
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(x, exp(itv) · exp(it0v)) =
= Fv(exp(it0v) · x).
(2.33)
2.34. Let U be compact Lie group and let UC be its complexification which
is a reductive complex algebraic group. The map f : U× iu→ UC, f(g, v) =
g ·exp v is a diffeomorphism. If H ⊂ UC is a closed subgroup, set L := H∩U
and p := h∩ iu. We say that H is compatible ([27, 28]) if f(L×p) = H. The
restriction of f to L× p is then a diffeomorphism onto H. It follows that L
is a maximal compact subgroup of H and that h = l ⊕ p. Note that H has
finitely many connected components.
Proposition 2.35. If F(x) = 0, then Gx is compatible.
Proof. Let g ∈ Gx. Then g = k exp(iv) for some k ∈ K and v ∈ k. By
Proposition 2.14, we have F(exp(iv)x) = 0. Let f(t) := Fv(exp(itv)x).
Then f(0) = f(1) = 0 and using (2.33)
d
dt
f(t) =
d
dt
Fv(exp(itv)x) =
d2
dt2
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) ≥ 0.
Therefore d
2
dt2
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. It follows from (P3) that
exp(Cv) ⊂ Gx, so v ∈ gx ∩ ik and Gx is compatible. 
3. Stability
Let (M , G,K) be as in the previous section, let Ψ be a Kempf-Ness
function and let x ∈ M .
Definition 3.1. (1) x is polystable if G · x ∩ F−1(0) 6= ∅.
(2) x is stable if it is polystable and gx is conjugate to a subalgebra of k.
(3) x is semi–stable if G · x ∩ F−1(0) 6= ∅.
(4) x is unstable if it is not semi–stable.
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3.2. The four conditions above are G-invariant in the sense that if a point
x satisfies one of them, then every point in the orbit of x satisfies the same
condition. This is clear from the definition for polystability, semi–stability
and unstability. To check that stability is also G-invariant it is enough to
recall that ggx = Ad(g)(gx).
Lemma 3.3. If a ⊂ g is a subalgebra which is conjugate to a subalgebra of
k, then a ∩ ik = {0}.
Proof. It is enough to show that Ad(g)(k) ∩ ik = {0} for any g ∈ G. Choose
an embedding j : G →֒ GL(n,C) such that j(K) ⊂ U(n). If v ∈ ik and
v = Ad(g)w with w ∈ k, then j(v) is a Hermitian matrix, hence with real
eigenvalues, while j(w) is skew-Hermitan with imaginary eigenvalues. Since
these matrices are similar the only eigenvalue is 0. Thus j(v) = 0 and
v = 0. 
Theorem 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent: (1) x ∈ M is stable,
(2) λx > 0 on ∂∞X, (3) ψx is an exhaustion function.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2). Assume that F(gx) = 0 for some g ∈ G. By Lemma 2.30,
g is a critical point of Ψ(x, ·). Set y = gx. We start by proving that λy > 0
on ∂∞X. Using (2.25) and the fact that Ψ(y, ·) is a convex function we get
λy(e(−v)) ≥
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Ψ(y, exp(itv)) = 〈F(y), v〉 = 0.
If λy(e(−v)) = 0 for some v ∈ S(k), then
d2
dt2
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) = 0 for any t ≥ 0.
Using (P3) it follows that exp(Cv) ⊂ Gy, so iv ∈ gy ∩ ik. Since x is stable,
gy = Ad(g)(gx) is conjugate to a subalgebra of k, so Lemma 3.3 implies that
v = 0. Since we are assuming v ∈ S(k) this is absurd. Therefore λy > 0
as desired. By Lemma 2.28 λx(p) = λg−1y(p) = λy(g · p). Thus λx > 0 on
∂∞X. By (P5) ψx is Lipschitz continuous. So (2) ⇔ (3) is the content of
Lemma 2.4. Finally we prove that (3) ⇒ (1). Since ψx : X = G/K → R
is an exhaustion, there is a minimum point gK ∈ X. Set y := gx. Thus
y ∈ G · x ∩ F−1(0) and x is polystable. To complete the proof we need
to show that gy ⊂ k. Let iv ∈ gy ∩ ik. By Lemma 2.17 Ψ(y, exp(itv)) is
linear function of t. On the other hand (3) implies that this function is an
exhaustion, if v 6= 0. Since a linear function cannot be an exhaustion, we
conclude that v = 0. This proves that gy ∩ ik = {0}. By Proposition 2.35
the stabilizer Gy is compatible. In particular gy = (gy ∩ k) ⊕ (gy ∩ ik). So
gy ⊂ k. This proves that x is stable. 
Corollary 3.5. If x ∈ M is stable, then Gx is compact.
Proof. Let g ∈ G be such that F(gx) = 0 and set y = gx. By Proposition
2.35 Gy is compatible, so has only finitely many connected components.
Moreover G0y is compact since gy ⊂ k as shown in the previous proof. It
follows that Gy and Gx = g
−1Gyg are both compact. 
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3.6. If M ′ is a G-invariant subspace of M , the restriction of Ψ to G×M ′ is a
Kempf-Ness function for (M ′, G,K). The functions λ and F for (M ′, G,K)
are simply the restrictions of those for M .
3.7. If K ′ ⊂ K is a closed subgroup and G′ := (K ′)C, there are totally
geodesic inclusions X ′ := G′/K ′ →֒ X and ∂∞X
′ ⊂ ∂∞X. If Ψ is a Kempf-
Ness function for (G,K,M ), then ΨK
′
:= Ψ|M×G′ is a Kempf-Ness function
for (G′,K ′,M ). The related functions are
FK
′
: M → k′
∗
, FK
′
(x) := F(x)|k′ ,
ψK
′
x := ψx|X′ , λ
K ′ = λ|M×∂∞X′ .
The following Corollary is analogous to the stability part in the Hilbert-
Mumford criterion.
Corollary 3.8. A point x ∈ M is G-stable if and only if it is TC-stable for
any compact torus T ⊂ K.
Proof. Assume that x is G-stable. Then λx > 0. So for any torus T ⊂ G,
we have λTx > 0. By Theorem 3.4 x is T
C–stable. Conversely assume that
x is TC–stable for any compact torus T ⊂ K. If v ∈ S(k) choose a torus T
such that v ∈ t. Then λx(e(v)) = λ
T
x (e(v)) and λ
T
x (e(v)) > 0 by Theorem
3.4, since x is TC–stable. Hence λx > 0 on ∂∞X. Using again Theorem 3.4
we conclude that x is G-stable.

Lemma 3.9 ([43, Prop. 3.11 (5)]). The function λ : M × ∂∞X −→ R is
lower semicontinuous if ∂∞X is endowed with the sphere topology (see 2.1).
Proof. Fix (x, p) ∈ M ×∂∞X with p = e(v) and v ∈ S(k). We need to show
that for any ε > 0, there is a neighbourhood A of (x, v) in M × S(k), such
that for (x′, v′) ∈ A we have λ(x′, e(v′)) > λ(x, p)− ε. By (2.25) and (2.33)
λx(e(v)) = lim
t→+∞
Fv(exp(−itv) · x).
So given ε > 0, there is a t0 ∈ R such that
Fv(exp(−it0v) · x) > λx(p)− ε.
By the continuity of the G–action on M and (P6) the function
f : M × S(k) −→ R, f(x′, v′) := Fv
′
(exp(−it0v
′) · x′)
is continuous. Since f(x, v) > λx(p)− ε there is a neighbourhood A of (x, v)
in M × S(k) such that f(x′, v′) > λx(p) − ε for any (x
′, v′) ∈ A. Since the
function t 7→ Fv
′
(exp(−itv′) · x) is increasing, we get λ(x′, e(v′)) > λx(p)− ε
for any (x′, v′) ∈ A, as desired. 
Corollary 3.10. The set of stable points is open in M .
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Proof. Let π : M × ∂∞X → M be the projection on the first factor. Since
∂∞X is compact in the sphere topology and M is Hausdorff, π is a closed
map [13, Thm. 2.5, p. 227]. The set A := {(x, p) ∈ M ×∂∞X : λ(x, p) > 0}
is open in M × ∂∞X since λ is lower semicontinuous. So its complement E
is closed and π(E) is closed in M . By Theorem 3.4 the set of stable points
is the complement of π(E). Therefore it is open. 
4. Polystability and semi-stability
4.1. The aim of this section is to characterize polystability and semi-stability
of x ∈ M in terms of the maximal weight λx. In the classical case of a
Hamiltonian action on a Ka¨hler manifold these characterizations are due to
Mundet i Riera [39] and Teleman [43] respectively. Our results are more
general, since we deal with a Kempf-Ness function on a topological space.
Nevertheless our hypothesis are stronger from another point of view: (P5) is
stronger than Assumption 1.2 in [39], while in the treatment of semi-stability
we assume M compact, which is stronger than energy completeness (see [43,
Def. 3.8]).
We start with some technical lemmata.
Lemma 4.2. If v, v′ ∈ k commute and iv′ ∈ gx then
lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(it(v + v′))) =
= lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(itv)) + lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(itv′)).
Proof. Using the commutativity and the cocycle condition (P4)
Ψ(x, exp(it(v + v′))) = Ψ(x, exp(itv) · exp(itv′))
= Ψ(exp(itv′) · x, exp(itv)) + Ψ(x, exp(itv′))
= Ψ(x, exp(itv)) + Ψ(x, exp(itv′)).
The result follows immediately. 
The previous lemma corresponds to [39, Lemma 3.8]. Note that there one
should assume iv′ ∈ gx, which is the only case needed later in that paper.
Corollary 4.3. If λx ≥ 0, then Ψ(x, exp(iv)) = 0 for any v ∈ k such that
iv ∈ gx.
Proof. The result is obvious if v = 0, see 2.15. If v 6= 0, we can assume by
rescaling that v ∈ S(k). Set f(t) := Ψ(x, exp(itv)). By Lemma 2.17 f(t) =
at for some a ∈ R. Using (2.25) we get λ(e(−v)) = a and λx(e(v)) = −a.
Since λx ≥ 0, a = 0 and f ≡ 0. 
Lemma 4.4. Let x be a point in M . If 〈F(x), v〉 = 0 for any v ∈ zk(kx),
then F(x) = 0.
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Proof. Fix an Ad–invariant scalar product on k and identify F(x) with a
vector in k. It is to enough to show that F(x) belongs to zk(kx). See [43,
Rem. 2.13] for the rest of the proof. 
4.5. Given a geodesic α in the symmetric space X, denote by α(+∞) the
equivalence class of α and by α(−∞) the equivalence class of the geodesic
t 7→ α(−t).
Definition 4.6. We say that p and p′ ∈ ∂∞X are connected if there exists
a geodesic α in X such that p = α(∞) and p′ = α(−∞).
For x ∈ M set
(4.7) Z(x) := {p ∈ ∂∞X : λx(p) = 0}.
Lemma 4.8. If F(x) = 0, then gx = kx⊕iq with q ⊂ kx and Z(x) = e(S(q)).
Proof. By Proposition 2.35 Gx is a compatible subgroup of G, so gx = kx⊕p
with p ⊂ ik. Set q := ip. From Lemma 2.17 and (P3) it follows that for
v ∈ k the condition iv ∈ gx is equivalent to Cv ⊂ gx. So q ⊂ kx. To prove
the last assertion fix v ∈ S(k). If e(v) ∈ Z(x), then f(t) := ψx(exp(itv)K) is
convex and satisfies f ′(+∞) = λx(e(v)) = 0 and f
′(0) = Fv(x) = 0. Hence
f is constant for t > 0, so iv ∈ gx by (P3) and v ∈ q. This proves that
e−1(Z(x)) ⊂ S(q). Conversely, if v ∈ S(q), then iv ∈ gx, so f is linear by
Lemma 2.17. Moreover f ′(0) = Fv(x) = 0. So f ≡ 0 and e(v) ∈ Z(x). 
4.9. For u ∈ k denote by Tu the closure of exp(Ru) in K and denote by K
u
the centralizer of u in K, i.e.
Ku := {a ∈ K : Ad a(u) = u}.
Similarly Gu is the centralizer in G. Note that Gu = (Ku)C.
Lemma 4.10. If g ∈ G and u ∈ S(k), we have dimTu = dimTg·u.
The action of G on S(k) is defined in (2.27). The proof can be found in
[39, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 4.11. Let x ∈ M and assume that λx ≥ 0. Let u ∈ e
−1(Z(x)) be
such that
dimTu = max
w∈e−1(Z(x))
dimTw.(4.12)
Let K ′ ⊂ Ku be a compact connected subgroup such that the morphism
Tu ×K
′ → Ku, (a, b) 7→ ab,(4.13)
is surjective and with finite kernel. Set G′ := (K ′)C. If Fu(x) = 0, then x
is G′-stable.
Proof. First of all we claim that iu ∈ gx. In fact λx(e(u)) = 0 and F
u(x) =
0 by hypothesis. So the convex function f(t) = ψx(exp(itu)K) satisfies
f ′(0) = limt→+∞ f
′(t) = 0. It follows that f is constant on [0,+∞). Using
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(P3) we conclude that exp(Cu) ⊂ Gx. This proves the claim. Next set
X ′ := G′/K ′. Then X ′ →֒ X = G/K since G′ ∩ K = K ′. As noted
in 3.7, Ψ|M×G′ is a Kempf-Ness function for (M , G
′,K ′). We claim that
Z(x) ∩ ∂∞X
′ = ∅ and we argue by contradiction. Assume that there is
u′ ∈ S(k′), such that e(u′) ∈ Z(x) ∩ ∂∞X
′. Let a > 0. Since [u′, u] = 0 and
iu ∈ gx, Lemma 4.2 yields
lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(−it(au′ + u)) =
= a lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(−itu′)) + lim
t→+∞
d
dt
Ψ(x, exp(−itu)) =
= aλx(e(u
′)) + λx(e(u)).
By assumption λx(e(u)) = λx(e(u
′)) = 0. It follows that for any a ∈ R the
vector (u+ au′)/|u+ au′| belongs to e−1(Z(x)) We claim that for some a
dimTu+au′ > dimTu. Let T
′ = exp(Ru+ Ru′) and Tu′ = exp(Ru′). Since
Tu′ ⊂ K
′ and K ′ ∩ Tu is finite, the morphism
f : Tu × Tu′ −→ T
′, f(a, b) = ab,
is a finite covering. Let {e1, . . . , en} (respectively {e
′
1, . . . , e
′
m}) be a basis of
the lattice ker exp ⊂ tu (respectively ker exp ⊂ tu′). If u = X1e1+ · · ·+Xnen
and u′ = Y1e
′
1 + · · · + Yme
′
m, then u + au
′ = X1e1 + · · · +Xnen + aY1e
′
1 +
· · ·+ aYme
′
m. Denote by T
′
u+au′ the closure of exp(R(u+ au
′)) in T ′. Since
f is a covering dimTu+au′ = dimT
′
u+au′ . Therefore
dimTu+au′ = dimQ (QX1 + · · ·+QXn +Q aY1 + · · ·+Q aYm) .
(See e.g. [14, p. 61].) Since u′ 6= 0, Yj 6= 0 for some j. Choose a such
that aYj 6∈ QX1 + . . . + QXn and set w := (u + au
′)/|u + au′|. Then
e(w) ∈ Z(x) and dimTw = dimTu+au′ > dimTu. This contradicts (4.12).
We have proved that Z(x)∩ ∂∞X
′ = ∅. Since λx ≥ 0 on ∂∞X, we conclude
that λx > 0 on ∂∞X
′. By Theorem 3.4 x is G′-stable. 
Theorem 4.14 (Mundet i Riera). A point x ∈ M is polystable if and only
if λx ≥ 0 and for any p ∈ Z(x) there exists p
′ ∈ Z(x) such that p and p′ are
connected.
Proof. Let x ∈ M be a point satisfying the condition in the theorem. If
Z(x) = ∅, then λx > 0, so by Theorem 3.4 x is stable and a fortiori
polystable. If Z(x) 6= ∅, choose p ∈ Z(x) such that the dimension of the
torus Tv, where v := e
−1(p) is the largest possible. In other words
dimTv = max
w∈e−1(Z(x))
dimTw.
By assumption there is a geodesic α in X such that p = α(+∞) and p′ =
α(−∞) ∈ Z(x), using the notation of 4.5. Assume that α(t) = g exp(itu)K.
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Then p = g · e(u) and p′ = g · e(−u). By (2.29)
λg−1·x(e(u)) = λx(g · e(u)) = λx(p) = 0,
λg−1·x(e(−u)) = λx(g · e(−u)) = λx(p
′) = 0.
Set y := g−1 · x. We have just proved that the convex function t 7→
ψy(exp(itu)K) has zero derivative at both +∞ and −∞. So it is con-
stant and by (P3) exp(Cu) ⊂ Gy. Moreover F
u(y) = 0 by (2.10). Since
e(v) = p = g · e(u), Lemma 4.10 implies that dimTu = dimTv. From (2.29)
we deduce that Z(x) = g(Z(y)) and that λy ≥ 0. . Using again Lemma 4.10
we get
dimTu = max
w∈e−1(Z(y))
dimTw.
Fix a compact connected subgroup K ′ ⊂ Ku such that the map (4.13) is
a finite covering. Set G′ := (K ′)C. By Lemma 4.11 y ∈ M is G′-stable.
Denote by F′ : M → k′∗ the momentum mapping of (M , G′,K ′,Ψ|M×G′).
Thus there is h ∈ G′ ⊂ G such that F′(h · y) = 0. Set z := h · y. The fact
that F′(z) = 0, means that 〈F(z), v〉 = 0, for any v ∈ k′, see 3.7. We claim
that 〈F(z), v〉 = 0 also for v ∈ tu. First we prove that tu ⊂ kz. In fact let M
′
denote the set of points of M that are fixed by exp(Cu). Note that y ∈ M ′.
Since Gu preserves M ′, also z ∈ M ′, i.e. exp(Cu) ⊂ Gz, as desired. Now
if v ∈ tu, then v ∈ kz, so by Lemma 2.19 the function f(t) = Ψ(z, exp(itv))
is linear. Since f ′(−∞) = λz(e(v)) ≥ 0 and f
′(+∞) = λz(e(−v)) ≥ 0,
we conclude that f ′(0) = 〈F(z), v〉 = 0 for any v ∈ tu, as claimed. Since
k′⊕tu = k
u, we have proved that 〈F(z), v〉 = 0 for any v ∈ ku. But tu ⊂ kz, so
zk(kz) ⊂ k
u. Therefore Lemma 4.4 implies that F(z) = 0. This finally proves
that x is polystable. We have shown that the condition in the theorem
implies polystability. To prove the opposite implication, assume that x is
polystable. Then there exists g ∈ G such that F(g ·x) = 0. Set y = g ·x and
fix v ∈ k. The function f(t) = Ψ(y, exp(−itv)) is convex and
λy(e(v)) = lim
t→∞
f ′(t) ≥ f ′(0) = 〈F(y), v〉 = 0.
This proves that λy ≥ 0 on ∂∞X. By Lemma 2.28 also λx ≥ 0. Next we
check the condition on Z(y). By Proposition 2.35 and Lemma 4.8, Gy is
compatible with gy = ky ⊕ q and Z(y) = e(S(q)). If e(v) ∈ Z(y), then also
e(−v) ∈ Z(y). Since e(v) and e(−v) are obviously connected, the condition
in the theorem holds for Z(y). Moreover Z(x) = g−1(Z(y)), and so Z(x) also
satisfies the condition in the theorem. Indeed, if p ∈ Z(x), then g ·p ∈ Z(y),
so there is q ∈ Z(y) connected to g · p, by a geodesic α, i.e. α(+∞) = g · p
and α(−∞) = q. Then the geodesic g−1 ◦α connects p to g−1 ·q ∈ Z(x). 
Example 4.15. If X is the unit disc, any two distinct points of ∂∞X are
connected. Thus in this case the condition in the theorem means that either
Z(x) is empty, or it contains at least two points. If X = Rn, and v ∈ S(k) =
Sn−1, then e(v) is connected only to e(−v). In this case the condition in
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the theorem amounts to saying that e−1(Z(x)) ⊂ Sn−1 is invariant by the
antipodal map.
The following important lemma is due to Kapovich, Leeb and Millson [31,
Lemma 3.4].
Lemma 4.16. Let X be a symmetric space and let let u : X → R be a
smooth convex function. If u∞ ≥ 0 on ∂∞X, then there is a sequence {pn}
in X such that ||∇u∞(pn)|| → 0.
The next theorem uses ideas from the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [43], with
simplifications due to the previous lemma and the compactness hypothesis.
Theorem 4.17. If M is compact, then a point x ∈ M is semi-stable if and
only if λx ≥ 0.
Proof. Assume that x ∈ M and that λx ≥ 0. By Lemma 4.16 there is a
sequence of points {pn} ⊂ X such that dψx(pn) → 0. Write pn = gnK.
Using (2.22) we get d(L∗gnψx) = dψg−1n x. So
dψ
g−1n x
(o) = dψx(gnK) ◦ dLgn(o) = dψx(pn) ◦ dLgn(o).
Since Lg is an isometry of X,
||F(g−1n x)|| = ||dψg−1n x(o)|| = ||dψx(pn)|| → 0.
Since M is compact, we can assume that g−1n x converges to some point
y ∈ G · x. By (P6) we get immediately that F(y) = 0. So x is semi–stable.
Conversely, assume that x is semi-stable, i.e. there is y ∈ G · x ∩ F−1(0).
Pick a net of elements gα ∈ G such that gαx → y (if M satisfies the first
countability axiom one can just take a sequence). Assume by contradiction
that there is some p ∈ ∂∞X such that λx(p) < 0 and set v := e
−1(p) ∈ S(k).
Since F(y) = 0, y is polystable, so by Theorem 4.14 λy ≥ 0. Write gα · p =
e(vα) for vα ∈ S(k). By passing to a subnet we can assume that vα → w.
Set q = e(w). Then gα · p → q in the sphere topology. By Lemma 3.9 we
have
λy(q) ≤ lim inf
α
λgα·x(gα · p).
But λgα·x(gα · p) = λx(p) < 0 and λy(q) ≥ 0. Thus we get a contradiction.
This proves that λx ≥ 0.

5. Measures
5.1. If M is a compact manifold, denote by M (M) the vector space of finite
signed Borel measures on M . These measures are automatically Radon [16,
Thm. 7.8, p. 217]. Denote by C(M) the space of real continuous function on
M . It is a Banach space with the sup–norm. By the Riesz Representation
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Theorem [16, p.223] M (M) is the topological dual of C(M). The induced
norm on M (M) is the following one:
||ν|| := sup
{∫
M
fdν : f ∈ C(M), sup
M
|f | ≤ 1
}
.(5.2)
We endow M (M) with the weak-∗ topology as dual of C(M). Usually this
is simply called the weak topology on measures. We use the symbol να ⇀ ν
to denote the weak convergence of the net {να} to the measure ν. Denote by
P(M) ⊂ M (M) the set of Borel probability measures onM . We claim that
P(M) is a compact convex subset of M (M). Indeed the cone of positive
measures is closed and P(M) is the intersection of this cone with the closed
affine hyperplane {ν ∈ M (M) : ν(M) = 1}. Hence P(M) is closed. For
a positive measure |ν| = ν, so P(M) is contained in the closed unit ball
in M (M), which is compact in the weak topology by the Banach-Alaoglu
Theorem [15, p. 425]. Since C(M) is separable, the weak topology on P(M)
is metrizable [15, p. 426].
5.3. If f : X → Y is a measurable map between measurable spaces and ν is
a measure on X, the image measure f∗ν is defined by f∗ν(A) := ν(f
−1A).
It satisfies the change of variables formula∫
Y
u(y)d(f∗ν)(y) =
∫
X
u(f(x))dν(x).(5.4)
Lemma 5.5. Let M be a compact manifold. If G is a Lie group acting
continuously on M , the map
G×P(M)→ P(M), (g, ν) 7→ g∗ν,(5.6)
defines a continuous action of G on P(M) provided with the weak topology.
Proof. The map is obviously an action. To check the continuity let gα → g
and να ⇀ ν be converging nets in G and P(M) respectively (since both are
metrizable spaces considering sequences would be enough). Fix a distance
d on M inducing the manifold topology. We claim that gα → g uniformly
on (M,d). Given ε > 0 the set A := {(h, x) : d(h · x, g · x) < ε} is open in
G×M . Since {g}×M ⊂ A and M is compact, there is a neighbourhood U
of g such that U ×M ⊂ A. There is α0 such that gα ∈ U for α ≥ α0, so
sup
x∈M
d(gα · x, g · x) < ε, for α ≥ α0.
This proves the claim. Since any ϕ ∈ C(M) is uniformly continuous, it
follows that ϕ ◦ gα → ϕ ◦ g uniformly on M . To prove the continuity of the
action we need to show that gα∗να ⇀ g∗ν, i.e.∫
M
ϕd(gα∗να)→
∫
M
ϕd(g∗ν), for any ϕ ∈ C(M).
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In fact∣∣∣ ∫
M
ϕd(gα∗να)−
∫
M
ϕd(g∗ν)
∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ ∫
M
ϕ ◦ gα dνα −
∫
M
ϕ ◦ g dν
∣∣∣ ≤
≤
∣∣∣ ∫
M
ϕ ◦ gα dνα −
∫
M
ϕ ◦ g dνα
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣ ∫
M
ϕ ◦ g dνα −
∫
M
ϕ ◦ g dν
∣∣∣.
Since να(M) = 1, the first term is bounded by ||ϕ ◦ gα − ϕ ◦ g||, so tends to
0. The second term tends to 0, because να ⇀ ν. 
5.7. The map (5.6) is not continuous if P(M) is endowed with the topology
coming from the norm (5.2). For example if gn → g in G, but gn · x 6= g · x
for some point x ∈ M , then, denoting by δx the Dirac measure supported
at x, we have gn∗δx = δgn·x and ||gn∗δx − g∗δx|| = 2.
Lemma 5.8. Let X be a vector field on M with flow {ϕt}. If ν ∈ M (M)
and X vanishes ν–almost everywhere, then ϕt∗ν = ν for any t.
Proof. SetN := {x ∈M : X(x) 6= 0}. Then ν(N) = 0 and for any t ∈ R and
any x 6∈ N , ϕt(x) = x. In particular both N and M − N are ϕt-invariant.
If A ⊂M is measurable, then
ϕ−t(A) = ϕ−t((A−N) ⊔ (N ∩A)) = (A−N) ⊔ ϕ−t(N ∩A).
Since ϕ−t(N ∩A) ⊂ N , ϕt∗ν(A) = ν(ϕ−t(A)) = ν(A−N) = ν(A). 
5.9. In the sequel for g ∈ G and ν ∈ P(M), we will use the notation
g · ν := g∗ν.
5.10. From now on we assume that M is a compact Ka¨hler manifold, that
K is a compact connected Lie group acting on M in a Hamiltonian fashion
with momentum mapping µ and complexification G. All the notation will
be as in 2.12.
Corollary 5.11. If v ∈ g and vM (x) = 0 for every x outside a set of
ν–measure zero, then exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν .
Proof. Since (iv)M = J(vM ) the result follows immediately from the above
Lemma. 
Proposition 5.12. Let M,G,K and µ be as in 2.12. The function
ΨP : P(M) ×G→ R, ΨP(ν, g) :=
∫
M
ΨM (x, g)dν(x)(5.13)
is a Kempf-Ness function for (P(M), G,K). The corresponding function
on the symmetric space X = G/K is
ψPν : X → R, ψ
P
ν (gK) := Ψ
P(ν, g−1) =
∫
M
ψMx (gK)dν(x).(5.14)
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The momentum mapping F : P(M)→ k∗ is given by formula (1.1), i.e.
F(ν) :=
∫
M
µ(x)dν(x).(5.15)
Proof. Since ΨM is left-invariant with respect to K, also ΨP is left-invariant
with respect to K. Fix ν ∈ P(M). By differentiation under the integral
sign ΨP(ν, ·) is a smooth function on G and for v ∈ k we have
d2
dt2
ΨP(ν, exp(itv)) =
∫
M
(
d2
dt2
ΨM (x, exp(itv))
)
dν(x) ≥ 0,
since the integrand is non-negative by (P3). If
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ΨP(ν, exp(itv)) = 0,
then
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ΨM(x, exp(itv)) = 0 ν-almost everywhere.
Again by (P3) this implies that vM = 0 ν-almost everywhere. By Corollary
5.11 it follows that exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν . We have proved (P1)–(P3). The cocycle
condition for ΨP follows immediately from the cocycle condition for ΨM .
Indeed,
ΨP(ν, gh) =
∫
M
ΨM(x, gh)dν(x) =
∫
M
ΨM (x, g)dν(x) +
∫
M
ΨM(gx, h)dν
=
∫
M
ΨM(x, g)dν(x) +
∫
M
ΨM (y, h)d(g · ν)
= ΨP(ν, g) + ΨP(g · ν, h).
Fix ν ∈ P(M). It is immediate to verify that the function ψP defined as
in (2.8) is given by (5.14) Next we verify that ψPν is Lipschitz. Next we
compute the momentum mapping.
〈F(ν), v〉 =
∫
M
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ΨM(x, exp(itv))dν(x) =
∫
M
〈µ(x), v〉dν(x) =
= 〈
∫
M
µ(x)dν(x), v〉.
This proves that the map F defined as in (2.10) is given by (5.15). Therefore
it is clearly continuous on P(M), i.e. (P6) holds. Finally we verify that
ψPν is a Lipschitz function. Indeed denoting by o = K the origin in X
(dψPν )go(dLg(γ˙
v(0))) = dψPg−1·ν(o)(γ˙
v(0)) = −〈F(g−1 · ν), v〉 =
= −
∫
M
〈µ(x), v〉d(g−1 · ν)(x).
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Keeping in mind that M is compact and recalling that Lg is an isometry of
X, we get ||(dψPν )go|| ≤ ||µ||L∞ . Thus ψ
P
ν is a Lipschitz function, i.e. (P5)
holds. 
Theorem 5.16 (Linearization Theorem). Let M , G,K and µ be as in 2.12.
If x is a fixed point of G, then there exist an open subset S ⊂ TxM , stable
under the isotropy representation of G, an open G-stable neighbourhood Ω
of x in M and a G-equivariant biholomorphism h : S → Ω. One can further
require that h(0) = x and dh0 = idTxM .
For the proof see [26, §14], [22], [25] and [42].
5.17. Fix v ∈ S(k). The gradient flow of a function f ∈ C∞(M) is usually
defined as the flow of the vector field − grad f . Let {ϕt} denote the gradient
flow of µv. Since gradµv = JvM = (iv)M , we have ϕt(x) = exp(−itv) · x.
Proposition 5.18. For any x ∈M the limit
α(x) := lim
t→−∞
ϕt(x) = lim
t→+∞
exp(itv) · x.(5.19)
exists.
Proof. Consider the set Lα(x) formed by all points y ∈ M such that there
is a sequence tn → −∞ with y = limn→∞ ϕtn(x). It follows from the
compactness of M that Lα(x) is a non–empty subset of M . Moreover Lα(x)
is invariant under the flow. (See [30, Ex. 1 p. 164] for more details.) Fix a
point y ∈ Lα(x) and fix a sequence {tn} such that y = limn→∞ ϕtn(x) and
tn → −∞. We claim that y is a fixed point of the flow, i.e. vM (y) = 0. In
fact if vM (y) 6= 0, one can linearize the vector field vM on a neighourhood
U of y. Since ϕt is a gradient flow one can assume that for any point z ∈ U
the flow ϕt(z) = exp(−itv) · z lies out of U for t sufficiently negative. But
there is n0 such that ϕtn(x) ∈ U for n ≥ n0. So z = ϕtn0 (x) ∈ U , and
ϕtn−tn0 (z) = ϕtn(x) belongs to U for any n, although tn − tn0 → −∞. This
yields a contradiction and proves that necessarily vM (y) = 0 as desired.
Set T := exp(Rv). Then T and its complexification TC fix y. We get an
isotropy action TC → GL(TyM), defined by a 7→ day. The Linearization
Theorem 5.16 tells us that one can find an open subset S ⊂ TyM , invariant
under the isotropy action, an open TC–invariant subset Ω ⊂ M and a TC–
equivariant biholomorphism h : S → Ω such that h(0) = y, dh0 = idTyM .
Since exp(Cv) ⊂ TC and ϕt = exp(−itv), we also have an action of R on
TyM , given by t 7→ (dϕt)y. The infinitesimal generator of this action is the
symmetric operator H corresponding to the Hessian of −µv at y, see [28, p.
215]. In other words (dϕt)y = exp(tH). Denote by TyM = V+⊕V0⊕V− the
decomposition corresponding to the sign of the eigenvalues of H. Since S is
invariant by exp(RH), we have necessarily V+ ⊕ V− ⊂ S. Fix a small ball
B(0, r) ⊂ S. There is n0 such that h
−1(ϕtn(x)) ∈ B(0, r) for any n ≥ n0.
Set w := h−1(ϕtn0 (x)). Then ϕtn(x) = ϕtn−tn0 (ϕtn0 (x)) and h
−1(ϕtn(x)) =
exp((tn − tn0)H) · w. Let w = w+ + w0 + w− be the decomposition with
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w± ∈ V± and w0 ∈ V0. If the component w+ were nonzero, we would have
limt→−∞ || exp(tH)w|| = +∞. Instead exp((tn− tn0)H) ·w = h
−1(ϕtn(x)) ∈
B(0, r) for any n ≥ n0. Therefore w+ = 0. It follows that
lim
t→−∞
exp(tH)w = w0,
lim
t→−∞
ϕt(x) = lim
t→−∞
ϕt(ϕtn0 (x)) = h(w0).
This proves that the limit exists. 
5.20. Fix again v ∈ S(k) and the notation of 5.17. By Frankel Theorem (see
e.g. [4, Thm. 2.3, p. 109] or [35, p. 180]) the function µv is a Morse-Bott
function with critical points of even index, therefore all its local maximum
points are global maximum points and all its level sets are connected. Let
c0 < · · · < cr be the critical values of µ
v and let Ci := (µ
v)−1(ci). Since the
level sets of µv are connected, the Ci’s are exactly the connected components
of Crit(µv). Set
W ui := {x ∈M : α(x) ∈ Ci},(5.21)
This is the unstable manifold of the critical component Ci for the gradient
flow of µv. It follows from the previous Proposition that
M =
r⊔
i=0
W ui .(5.22)
For any i the map
α|Wui :W
u
i → Ci
is a smooth fibration with fibres diffeomorphic to Rli where li is the index (of
negativity) of the critical submanifold Ci. Since all local maximum points
of µv are global maximum points, we have dimRCi + li = dimRM if and
only if i = r. This means that W ui is open only for i = r. It follows from
(5.22) that W ur is also dense.
Theorem 5.23. With the notation above we have
λν(e(−v)) =
r∑
i=0
ci · ν(W
u
i ).
Proof. Using the definition of λν , (5.13) and differentiation under the inte-
gral we get
λν(e(−v)) = lim
t→+∞
d
dt
ΨP(ν, exp(itv)) =
= lim
t→+∞
∫
M
(
d
dt
ΨM (x, exp(itv))
)
dν(x).
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By (2.33)
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=to
ΨM (x, exp(itv)) = µv(exp(it0v) · x).
Since µv is a bounded we can apply the dominated convergence theorem:
λν(e(−v)) = lim
t→+∞
∫
M
µv(exp(itv) · x)dν(x) =
=
∫
M
(
lim
t→+∞
µv(exp(itv) · x)
)
dν(x) =
∫
M
µv(α(x))dν(x) =
=
r∑
i=0
∫
Wui
µv(α(x))dν(x).
For x ∈W ui , α(x) ∈ Ci, so µ
v(α(x)) = ci. Thus∫
Wui
µv(α(x))dν(x) = ci · ν(W
u
i ).
This proves the theorem. 
5.24. Let E(µ) denote the convex hull of µ(M) ⊂ k∗ and let Ω(µ) denote
the interior of E(µ) as a subset of k∗. Remark that the action of K on M is
almost effective (i.e. if v ∈ k and vM = 0, then v = 0) if and only if µ(M)
is full in k∗ (i.e. it is not contained in any affine hyperplane) if and only if
Ω(µ) is non-empty.
Lemma 5.25. If ν is a probability measure on M , then F(ν) ∈ E(µ).
Proof. If ν ∈ P(M), then F(ν) is the center of gravity of the measure
µ∗ν ∈ P(µ(M)). Therefore F(ν) lies in the convex hull of µ(M). 
5.26. On a differentiable manifold there is no preferred measure, but there
is a well defined class of measures: those that in any chart have a smooth
strictly positive density with respect to the Lebesgue measure of the chart.
These are called smooth strictly positive measures on M . Any two such
measures are absolutely continuous with respect to one another.
Definition 5.27. Let A C (M) denote the set of the probability measures on
M that are absolutely continuous with respect to one smooth strictly positive
measure (and hence with respect to any such measure).
Definition 5.28. Let W (M,K,ω, µ) (or W (M,K) for brevity) denote the
set of probability measures on M that satisfy the following condition: for
every v ∈ S(k), the open unstable manifold has full measure. In the notation
of 5.20 this means that ν(W ur ) = 1.
5.29. In words ν ∈ W (M,K) if ν is concentrated on the open unstable
manifold. Since the other unstable manifolds are submanifolds of positive
codimension in M , it is clear that A C (M) ⊂ W (M,K).
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An easy consequence of Theorem 5.23 is the following result.
Corollary 5.30. If ν ∈ W (M,K), then for any v ∈ S(k)
λν(e(−v)) = max
x∈M
µv(x).
Proof. By Theorem 5.23, λν(e(−v)) =
∑r
i=0 ciν(W
v
i ). Since ν(W
v
r ) = 1,
ν(W vi ) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , r − 1, so λν(e(−v)) = cr = maxx∈M µ
v(x). 
Theorem 5.31. If ν ∈ W (M,K) and 0 ∈ Ω(µ), then ν is stable. In
particular it is polystable, so there is g ∈ G such that F(g∗ν) = 0.
Proof. Since 0 ∈ Ω(µ), for each v 6= 0 the function µv attains both positive
and negative values. So the maximum of µv is positive. By the previous
corollary λν(e(−v)) > 0. The result follows applying Theorem 3.4. 
Corollary 5.32. If 0 ∈ Ω(µ), then the set Ps(M) := {ν ∈ P(M) :
ν is stable} is open and dense in P(M).
Proof. By Corollary 3.10 the set Ps(M) is open. By Theorem 5.31 any
smooth measure is stable. Hence it is enough to prove that smooth measures
are dense. It is easy to check that for any Dirac measure δy there exists a
sequence of smooth measures νn such that νn ⇀ δy. Hence any convex
combination of Dirac measures is the weak limit of a sequence of smooth
measures. Since P(M) is a compact convex set in M (M) (endowed with
the weak topology) and its extremal points are exactly the Dirac measures,
the Krein-Milman Theorem [15, p. 440] implies that convex combinations
of Dirac measures are dense. Therefore also smooth probability measures
are dense and so Ps(M) is dense in P(M). (See Lemma 3.6 in [31, p. 316]
for a similar argument.) 
5.33. We point out that for an almost effective action, up to shifting the
momentum mapping µ, the condition 0 ∈ Ω(µ) is always satisfied. This is
the content of the following lemma. It implies that 0 ∈ Ω(µ) when K is
semisimple and the action is almost effective. In the following we fix an
Ad–invariant scalar product on k and we think of the momentum mapping
as a k-valued map.
Lemma 5.34. Let (M,ω), K and µ be as in 2.12. Assume that the action
is almost effective. Then Ω(µ) ∩ z(k) 6= ∅.
Proof. Fix a maximal torus T ⊂ K and let t be its Lie algebra and π : k→ t
the orthogonal projection. Then P := π(µ(M)) is the momentum polytope
for the T -action. Let {v1, . . . , vq} be the set of vertices of P . Then b :=
(v1 + · · ·+ vq)/q is the centroid of P [6, p. 60]. We claim that b ∈ intP . In
fact, if b were a boundary point, there would be a a proper face containing
b. Since any face of a polytope is exposed [41], there would exist a nonzero
vector u ∈ k such that 〈b, u〉 = c, where c := maxx∈P 〈x, u〉. So b would
belong to the face Fu(P ) = {y ∈ P : 〈x, u〉 = c}. After reordering the
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vertices we can assume that 〈vj , u〉 = c if 1 ≤ j ≤ p and 〈vj , u〉 < c if
p < j ≤ q. This means that v1, . . . , vp are the extremal points of Fu(P ). So
there would exist λi ∈ [0, 1] such that b = λ1v1 + · · · + λpvp. Therefore
p∑
i=1
(
λi −
1
q
)
vi =
∑
i>p
1
q
vi.
But the left hand side lies in the hyperplane {x ∈ t : 〈x, u〉 = c}, while the
right hand side lies in the half-space {x ∈ t : 〈x, u〉 < c}. Thus we have p = q
and P = Fu(P ). But this is absurd since Fu(P ) is a proper face. Thus we
have proved that b ∈ intP . By the main Theorem in [9] the faces of E(µ)
correspond to the faces of P . Hence the interior of E(µ) corresponds to the
interior of P , that is K · intP = Ω(µ). So b ∈ Ω(µ). Finally µ(M) is K-
invariant, so P = π(µ(M)) is invariant for the Weyl group W = W(K,T ).
Therefore also b is fixed by W. This proves that b lies in z(k). 
Corollary 5.35. Let (M,ω) be a compact Ka¨hler manifold and let K be a
compact group acting on M almost effectively and in Hamiltonian fashion
with momentum mapping µ : M → k∗. If ν ∈ A C (M), then Gν is compact.
If ν ∈ A C (M) is K–invariant, then Gν = K.
Proof. By the above lemma, up to shifting µ by an element of the center we
can assume that 0 ∈ Ω(µ). By Theorem 5.31 ν is stable. By Corollary 3.5
Gν is compact. If ν is K–invariant, then K ⊂ Gν . Since K is a maximal
compact subgroup of G, we get Gν = K. 
6. The construction of Hersch and Bourguignon-Li-Yau
6.1. In various situations it is interesting to know how the map F behaves
on the orbit G · ν, where ν ∈ P(M). Set
Fν : G −→ k
∗, Fν(a) := F(a · ν).(6.2)
This map was used for the first time by Hersch [29], in the case M =
S2, to get upper bounds for λ1. For the same purpose it was generalized
by Bourguignon, Li and Yau [11] to the case M = Pn(C). We further
generalized it to arbitrary flag manifolds in [8]. In this section we prove
rather general theorems that extend the results in these papers to actions
on arbitrary Ka¨hler manifolds.
Recall from 2.12 that µ is the momentum mapping with respect to the
symplectic form ω and that g is the Ka¨hler metric corresponding to ω. For
X,Y ∈ X(M) set
(X,Y )L2(g,ν) :=
∫
M
g(X(x), Y (x))dν(x).
In all this section we assume that the action of K is almost effective.
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Lemma 6.3. If v,w ∈ k and ν ∈ P(M), then
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
〈F(exp(itv) · ν), w〉 = (vM , wM )L2(g,ν).
Proof.
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
〈F(exp(itv) · ν), w〉 =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
〈
∫
M
µ(y) d(exp(itv) · ν)(y), w〉 =
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∫
M
µw(y) d(exp(itv) · ν)(y) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∫
M
µw(exp(itv) · x) dν(x) =
=
∫
M
iwMω(JvM ) dν =
∫
M
g(wM , vM )dν = (vM , wM )L2(g,ν).

Theorem 6.4. If ν ∈ P(M) and Gν is compact, then the map Fν : G→ k
∗
defined in (6.2) is a smooth submersion and its image is contained in Ω(µ).
Proof. If a ∈ G and v ∈ k, consider the curve α(t) := exp(itv)a. Set ν˜ := a·ν.
Then for any w ∈ k
〈dFν(α˙(0)), w〉 =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
〈F(exp(itv) · ν˜), w〉 = (vM , wM )L2(g,ν˜).
If dFv(α˙(0)) = 0, choose w = v. Then ||vM ||L2(g,ν˜) = 0, i.e. vM = 0 ν˜–a.e.
By Corollary 5.11 exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν˜ . Since Gν˜ is compact, v = 0. This proves
that dFν is injective on the subspace dRa(e)(ik) ⊂ TaG. By dimension
reasons TaG = ker dFν ⊕ dRa(e)(ik) and dFν is onto. Therefore Fν(G) is an
open subset of k∗. Since it is contained in E(µ) we have Fν(G) ⊂ Ω(µ). 
6.5. The first assertion of the previous theorem is analogous to a fact that is
well-known in the classical theory of Hamiltonian actions on a Ka¨hler mani-
fold: if the stabilizer of a point is compact, the restriction of the momentum
mapping to its orbit is a submersion. See e.g. [26, Prop. 6.1].
Lemma 6.6. If ν ∈ P(M) and Gν is compact, then the function ψ
M
ν ,
defined in (5.14), is strictly convex.
Proof. Convexity is proven in Lemma 2.19. We need to check strict convex-
ity. Using the cocycle condition we can restrict to geodesics passing through
o = K ∈ X. Let α(t) = exp(itv)K be such a geodesic. If
0 =
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣
t=t0
ψPν ◦ α(t) =
∫
M
d2
dt2
ψMx (α(t))dν(x),
then
d2
dt2
ψMx (α(t)) = 0 ν − a.e. in M.
By (P3) this implies that vM = 0 ν-a.e., so exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν . Since Gν is
compact, v = 0. This proves that ψPν is strictly convex along geodesics of
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X that pass through the origin o = K. The usual argument with the cocycle
condition yields strict convexity along any geodesic of X. 
6.7. Assume now that K = T is a compact torus, so G = TC. Set
F̂ν : t→ t
∗, F̂ν(v) := Fν(exp(iv)).
Denote by P the momentum polytope i.e. the image of µ :M → t∗. By the
Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem [3, 20] P is a polytope.
Proposition 6.8. If ν ∈ W (M,T, ω, µ), then F̂ν is a diffeomorphism of t
onto the interior of the momentum polytope.
Proof. Let π : t → X := TC/T be the diffeomorphism π(v) := exp(−iv)T .
Since T is abelian, the geodesics of X are images under the map π of affine
lines in t. Since ψPν is strictly convex onX, the function f := ψ
P
ν ◦π : t→ R,
is strictly convex on t. Note that
f(v) =
∫
M
ψMx (exp(−iv)T )dν(x).
Using the commutativity of T , the cocycle condition (P4′) and (2.13) we
have
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψMx (exp(−i(w + tv))) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψMx (exp(−iw) exp(−itv)T )
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(
ψMexp(iw)x(exp(−itv)T ) + ψ
M
x (exp(−iw)T )
)
= 〈µ(exp(iw) · x), v〉
df(w)v =
∫
M
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψMx (exp(−i(w + tv))T )dµ(x) =
= 〈Fν(exp(iw)), v〉 = 〈F̂ν(w), v〉.
Hence df(w) = F̂ν(w). Since f is strictly convex, a basic result in convex
analysis [19, p. 122] ensures that df : t→ t∗, x 7→ df(x) is a diffeomorphism
onto an open convex subset U of t∗. Therefore F̂ν(t) = df(t) = U is an open
convex subset of t∗ and F̂ν : t → U is a diffeomorphism. By Lemma 5.25
U ⊂ P . Since U is an open subset of t we have U ⊂ intP . We need to
show that U = intP . Assume by contradiction that U ( intP . Since both
U and intP are convex, we get U ( P . Fix x0 ∈ P − U and x1 ∈ U . Set
xt := (1 − t)x0 + tx1 and τ := inf{t ∈ [0, 1] : xt ∈ U}. Since U is closed
xτ ∈ U and τ ∈ (0, 1). Moreover xτ ∈ ∂U . Since x1 ∈ U ⊂ intP and τ > 0,
it follows that xτ ∈ intP . So y := xτ ∈ ∂U ∩ intP . Any boundary point
of a compact convex set lies in some exposed face, i.e. it admits a support
hyperplane [41]. So there is v ∈ t, v 6= 0, such that
〈y, v〉 = max
U
〈·, v〉 = sup
U
〈·, v〉 = sup
w∈t
〈F̂ν(w), v〉.
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Since ν ∈ W (M,T, ω, µ), Corollary 5.30 yields that
λν(e(−v)) = max
x∈M
µv(x).
Moreover
λν(e(−v)) = lim
t→+∞
∫
M
µv(exp(itv) · x)dν(x) = lim
t→+∞
〈F̂ν(exp(itv), v〉.
(See the proof of Theorem 5.23.) Therefore
sup
w∈t
〈F̂ν(w), v〉 ≥ λν(e(−v)).
Summing up
〈y, v〉 = sup
w∈t
〈F̂ν(w), v〉 ≥ λν(e(−v)) = max
x∈M
µv(x) = max
P
〈·, v〉.
This means that the linear function 〈·, v〉 attains its maximum on P at the
point y ∈ intP . Since P is a convex set, this implies v = 0, a contradiction.
Therefore we have indeed U = P and U = intP . 
Theorem 6.9. If ν ∈ W (M,T, ω, µ) and the action of T on M is almost
effective, then Fν : T
C → intP is a surjective submersion with compact
fibres.
Proof. Since TC is abelian, the map Fν is T -invariant: if k ∈ T , then
Fν(kg) = Ad(k)Fν(g) = Fν(g). Let ϕ : T × t → T
C be the diffeomorfism
ϕ(k, v) := k · exp(iv) and let pr2 : T × t→ t be the projection on the second
factor. Then Fν = F̂ν ◦ pr2 ◦ϕ
−1. Therefore Fν is a proper submersion onto
intP and its the fibres are the T–cosets. 
6.10. Consider the following example: M = S2 with T = S1 acting by
rotation around the z-axis; ν is the measure concentrated at the South pole.
Then the group TC = C∗ acts as complex dilations of the Riemann sphere
leaving the South pole fixed. Thus the map Fν is constant. In particular
it is not a submersion from C∗ to t ∼= R . Clearly ν does not belong to
W (S2, T ). So in some sense the previous result is sharp. We are going to
prove a similar result in the non-abelian case. This will be very general,
though not as sharp as the abelian one. Indeed we will need a technical
condition that is dealt with in the next lemma.
Lemma 6.11. Let M be a compact manifold and let K be a compact Lie
group acting continuously on M . Let ν0 ∈ P(M) be K-invariant and let
ν ∈ P(M) be absolutely continuous with respect to ν0. Let kn be a sequence
in K converging to k. Then kn · ν → k · ν in the norm (5.2).
Proof. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a non-negative function
ϕ ∈ L1(M,ν0) such that dν = ϕ · dν0. We claim that
||kn · ν − k · ν|| ≤ ||ϕ ◦ k
−1
n − ϕ ◦ k||L1(ν0).
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If f is a bounded measurable function on M , then∫
M
f d(k · ν) =
∫
M
f(kx)ϕ(x)dν0(x) =
∫
M
f(y)ϕ(k−1 · y)dν0(y),
and similarly for kn. So
||kn · ν − k · ν|| =
= sup
{∫
M
fd(kn · ν)−
∫
M
fd(k · ν) : f ∈ C(M), sup
M
|f | ≤ 1
}
=
= sup
{∫
M
f(ϕ ◦ k−1n − ϕ ◦ k
−1)dν0 : f ∈ C(M), sup
M
|f | ≤ 1
}
≤
≤ ||ϕ ◦ k−1n − ϕ ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0).
This proves the claim. Given ε > 0 fix a continuous function ϕ0 such that
||ϕ− ϕ0||L1(ν0) < ε.
Using the K–invariance of ν0 we get
||ϕ ◦ k−1n − ϕ ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0) ≤
≤ ||ϕ ◦ k−1n − ϕ0 ◦ k
−1
n ||L1(ν0) + ||ϕ0 ◦ k
−1
n − ϕ0 ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0)+
+||ϕ0 ◦ k
−1 − ϕ ◦ k−1||L1(ν0) =
= 2||ϕ − ϕ0||L1(ν0) + ||ϕ0 ◦ k
−1
n − ϕ0 ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0) <
< 2ε+ ||ϕ0 ◦ k
−1
n − ϕ0 ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0).
As ϕ0 is continuous there is δ > 0 such that |ϕ0(x)−ϕ0(y)| < ε if d(x, y) < δ.
The action of K on M being continuous and M being compact imply that
kn → k uniformly on M (see the proof of Lemma 5.5). Thus there is n0
such that for any n ≥ n0 and for any x ∈ M , d(kn · x, k · x) < δ. Therefore
for n ≥ n0
||kn · ν − k · ν|| ≤ ||ϕ ◦ k
−1
n − ϕ ◦ k
−1||L1(ν0) < (2 + ν0(M))ε = 3ε.
This proves the lemma. 
Proposition 6.12. Let (M,ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and let K be a compact
group acting isometrically and almost effectively onM with momentum map-
ping µ : M → k∗. If ν0 ∈ P(M) is K-invariant and ν ∈ W (M,K) is abso-
lutely continuous with respect to ν0, then Fν(G) = Ω(µ) and Fν : G→ Ω(µ)
is a fibration with compact connected fibres.
Proof. Since ν ∈ W (M,K), we know that after appropriately shifting µ, the
measure ν is stable (Theorem 5.31, hence Gν is compact (Corollary 3.5).
By Theorem 6.4 Fν is of maximal rank. Therefore its image is an open
subset of k. Since it is contained in E(µ), it is in fact contained in the
interior of E(µ), i.e. in Ω(µ). We claim that if Fν is regarded as a map
Fν : G → Ω(µ), then it is proper. Indeed let {gn} ⊂ G be a sequence
such that {Fν(gn)} converges to a point of Ω(µ). We have to show that
some subsequence of {gn} converges. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus. Since
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G = KTCK, we write gn = qn exp(ivn)k
−1
n with kn, qn ∈ K and vn ∈ t.
Passing to subsequences we may assume that kn → k and qn → q. From the
fact that Fν(kg) = Ad(k)Fν(g), we immediately deduce that the sequence
{Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1
n )} is also convergent in Ω(µ). We claim that
Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1
n )− Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1)→ 0.(6.13)
Fix w ∈ k. Then
〈Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1
n ), w〉 =
∫
M
µw(exp(ivn)k
−1
n · x)dν(x) =
=
∫
M
µw(exp(ivn)y)d(k
−1
n · ν)(y).
〈Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1
n )− Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1), w〉 =
=
∫
M
µw ◦ exp(ivn) d(k
−1
n · ν)−
∫
M
µw ◦ exp(ivn) d(k
−1 · ν).∣∣∣〈Fν(exp(ivn)k−1n − Fν(exp(ivn)k−1, w〉∣∣∣ ≤
≤ ||µw ◦ exp(ivn)||C(M) · ||k
−1
n · ν − k
−1 · ν|| ≤
≤ sup
M
|µ| · ||k−1n · ν − k
−1 · ν||.
Therefore∣∣∣Fν(exp(ivn)k−1n − Fν(exp(ivn)k−1∣∣∣ ≤ sup
M
|µ| · ||k−1n · ν − k
−1 · ν||.
Since ν0 is K–invariant and ν is absolutely continuous with respect to ν0,
the previous lemma ensures that ||k−1n · ν − k
−1 · ν|| → 0. Thus (6.13) is
proved. Since {Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1
n )} is convergent in Ω(µ), it follows that also
{Fν(exp(ivn)k
−1)} converges to some point of Ω(µ). And the same is true for
Fν(k exp(ivn)k
−1) = Ad(k)Fν(exp(ivn)k). The points k exp(ivn)k
−1 belong
to the maximal torus S := kTk−1. Let π : k∗ → s∗ denote the restriction.
Then µS := π ◦ µ : M → s
∗ is a momentum mapping for the action of S on
M . Let P denote the momentum polytope. Then P = π(E(µ)). Note also
that π(Ω(µ)) ⊂ P 0 since π is obviously an open map. By Theorem 6.9 the
map
FSν : S
C −→ s∗, FSν (a) :=
∫
M
µS(a · x)dν(x),
is a proper submersion onto intP . (Note that W (M,K) ⊂ W (M,T ).) But
FSν = π ◦ Fν |SC , that is the following diagram commutes:
SC G k∗
s∗.
FSν
Fν
rpi
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Since {k exp(ivn)k
−1} ⊂ SC and FSν (k exp(ivn)k
−1) converges to some point
of P 0, we conclude that the sequences {k exp(ivn)k
−1} and {exp(ivn)} admit
convergent subsequences. This proves that Fν : G→ Ω(µ) is proper. Hence
it is a closed map. As it is also open, it is onto. Moreover it is a locally
trivial fibration by Ehresmann theorem. Since the base is contractible, the
fibration is trivial, i.e. G is diffeomorphic to a product Ω × F where F is
the fibre. Since G is connected it follows that F is connected. 
Theorem 6.14. Let (M,g, ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and let K be a compact
group acting isometrically and almost effectively onM with momentum map-
ping µ : M → k∗. If ν ∈ A C (M), then Fν(G) = Ω(µ) and Fν : G → Ω(µ)
is a fibration with compact connected fibres.
Proof. Fix a K-invariant Riemannian metric on M and denote by ν0 the
the normalized Riemannian measure. Then ν is absolutely continuous with
respect to ν0 and ν ∈ W (M,K). Thus the theorem follows from the previous
proposition. 
7. Applications
7.1. In this section we describe some applications of the results obtained
in the previous sections. In 7.2–7.15 we give an explicit characterization of
stable, semi-stable and polystable measures on Pn. These have attracted
interest in various contexts, e.g. in the study of balanced metrics [12] and
in the study of the loop space of S2 [36].
In the rest of the section we make some remarks on the relation of our
results to the problem of upper bounds for λ1 in the style of Bourguignon-
Li-Yau [11].
7.2. We wish to characterize stable, semi-stable and polystable measures
on Pn endowed with the Fubini-Study metric and the standard action of
SL(n + 1,C). Let v ∈ su(n+ 1), v 6= 0, let c0 < · · · < cr be the eigenvalues
of iv and let V := Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr be the eigenspace decomposition of
v, so that v acts on Vi as the multiplication by −ici. Set
Ei :=
⊕
j≤i
Vj , Li := P(Ei), L−1 := ∅.(7.3)
Lemma 7.4. The critical values of µv are c0 < · · · < cr. The critical
component corresponding to ci is Ci = P(Vi) and the unstable manifold of
Ci is W
u
i = Li − Li−1.
Proof. Fix a point x = [z] ∈ Pn(C) and decompose z according to the
eigenspace decomposition: z = z0 + · · ·+ zr. Then
µv(x) =
i〈v(z), z〉
|z|2
=
r∑
i=0
ci
|zi|
2
|z|2
(7.5)
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Hence Ci = (µ
v)−1(ci) = P(Vi). Next let i be such that zi 6= 0 and zj = 0
for j > i. Then
exp(itv) · x = [ec0tz0 + · · ·+ e
citzi] =
= [e(c0−ci)tz1 + · · ·+ e
(ci−1−ci)tzi−1 + zi],
lim
t→+∞
exp(itv) · x = [zi].
It follows that {[z] ∈ Pn : z = z0 + · · ·+ zi with zi 6= 0} = Li − Li−1 ⊂W
u
i .
Since both {W ui } and {Li − Li−1} are partitions of P
n we deduce W ui =
Li − Li−1. 
Theorem 7.6. A measure ν ∈ P(Pn) is stable (respectively semi-stable)
with respect to the SL(n + 1,C)-action if and only if for any proper linear
subspace L ⊂ Pn
ν(L) <
dimL+ 1
n+ 1
(
respectively ν(L) ≤
dimL+ 1
n+ 1
)
.(7.7)
Proof. Fix ν ∈ P(Pn). Assume first that the strict inequality holds in (7.7).
Fix v ∈ S(su(n + 1)) and use the notation fixed above. Set ai := ν(Li), so
0 = a−1 ≤ a0 ≤ · · · ≤ ar = 1 and ν(W
u
i ) = ai−ai−1 by the previous lemma.
By Theorem 3.4 to prove that ν is stable it is enough to show that λν > 0
on ∂∞X, where X = SL(n + 1,C)/SU(n + 1). We apply Theorem 5.23 to
compute λν(e(−v)):
λν(e(−v)) =
r∑
i=0
ci(ai − ai−1) =
r∑
i=0
ciai −
r∑
i=1
ciai−1 =
= cr +
r−1∑
i=0
ai(ci − ci+1).
Set εi := dimEi. By (7.7) ai < εi/(n + 1). Since ci − ci+1 < 0 we get
λν(e(−v)) > cr +
1
n+ 1
r−1∑
i=0
(ci − ci+1)εi.
r−1∑
i=0
(ci − ci+1)εi = c0ε0 +
r−1∑
i=1
ci(εi − εi−1)− crεr−1 =
=
r−1∑
i=0
ci dimVi − crεr−1.
Since v ∈ su(n+ 1),
r∑
i=0
ci dimVi = tr v = 0.
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So
r−1∑
i=0
ci dimVi − crεr−1 = −cr dimVr − crεr−1 = −(n+ 1)cr.
Summing up
λν(e(−v)) > cr −
(n+ 1)cr
n+ 1
= 0.
So (7.7) implies that λν > 0 on ∂∞X, hence that ν is stable. The same
computation using Theorem 4.17 yields the result for semi-stability. Con-
versely let us prove that condition (7.6) is necessary for stability. Let
L ⊂ Pn be a proper linear subspace of dimension d. Let V0 ⊂ C
n+1 be
such that L = P(V0) and let V1 be the orthogonal complement to V0. Thus
dimV0 = d + 1, dimV1 = n − d. Set c0 = (d − n) and c1 = d + 1. Let
v be the operator that acts as multiplication by −icj on Vj . Since d < n,
v ∈ su(n+ 1). If ν ∈ P(Pn) is stable, then
0 < λν(e(−v)) = c0ν(L)) + c1(1− ν(L)) = c1 − (c1 − c0)ν(L),
hence ν(L) <
c1
c1 − c0
=
d+ 1
n+ 1
.
Thus (7.7) is a necessary condition for stability. Also in this case the argu-
ment for semi-stability is identical. 
The next result gives a complete characterization of the measures on Pn
that are polystable with respect to the standard action of SL(n + 1,C).
Theorem 7.8. Let ν ∈ P(Pn). Then ν is polystable if and only if there
exists a splitting Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr and measures νj ∈ P(P(Vj)) such
that νj is stable with respect to SL(Vj ,C)) for j = 0, . . . , r and
ν =
r∑
j=0
dimVj
n+ 1
νj.
We start with two technical lemmata.
Lemma 7.9. Let ν ∈ P(Pn) be such that F(ν) = 0. Then there exists an
orthogonal splitting Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr such that ν is concentrated on
P(V0)∪· · ·∪P(Vr) and it is stable with respect to SL(V0,C)×· · ·×SL(Vr,C).
Proof. Since ν is polystable λν ≥ 0. If Z(ν) = ∅, then ν is stable and the
theorem is trivially proved. Assume Z(ν) 6= ∅. Let v ∈ Z(ν) be such that
dimTv = maxw∈e−1(Z(ν)) dimTw,
where Tw = exp(Rw). By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.11,
exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν . If K
′ is a compact subgroup of Kv such that Tv ·K
′ = Kv
and K ′ ∩ Tv is finite, then ν is stable with respect to G
′ = (K ′)C. Let
α : M −→ Crit(µv) be the map defined in (5.19). By Proposition 5.18 it
is well-defined. If f ∈ C(M), then limt→+∞ f(exp(itv) · x) = f(α(x)). It
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follows that exp(itv) · ν ⇀ α · ν for t → +∞. Since exp(Cv) ⊂ Gν , we
conclude that ν = α · ν. So ν is concentrated on the image of α, i.e. on the
critical sets of µv. Using the notation of 7.2 and Lemma 7.4 this means that ν
is concentrated on P(V0)∪· · ·∪P(Vr). Moreover, SU(V0)×· · ·×SU(Vj) ⊂ K
v
and the intersection (SU(V0)× · · · × SU(Vr)) ∩ Tv is finite due the fact that
Tv is contained in the center of K
v. This proves that we may choose K ′ so
that SU(V0) × · · · × SU(Vr) ⊂ K
′. Since ν is stable for G′ then it is stable
for SL(V0,C)× · · · × SL(Vr,C) ⊂ G
′ concluding the proof. 
7.10. Let V be a complex vector space and let h be a Hermitian product on
V . The group SU(V, h) acts on P(V ) with momentum mapping µ given by
the formula
µ([v]) = −i
(
Pv −
idV
n+ 1
)
,
where Pv denotes the h-orthogonal projection V → Cv. The construction in
Section 5 yields a momentum mapping F : P(P(V )) → su(V, h). If h′ is a
second Hermitian product on V , and h′(z, z′) = h(Lz,Lz′) with L ∈ GL(V )
h-self-adjoint, then L ◦ P ′v = PLv ◦ L, so AdL ◦ µ
′ = µ ◦ L. Similarly
AdL ◦ F′ = F ◦ L, so F−1(0) = L
(
(F′)−1(0)
)
. It follows immediately that
the stability of a measure ν ∈ P(P(V )) does not depend on the choice of
h. This problem is central in [43]. It would be interesting to develop the
arguments in that paper in the setting of Section 2.
Lemma 7.11. Let ν ∈ P(Pn). Let Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr be an orthogonal
splitting such that ν is concentrated on Pn(V0) ∪ · · · ∪ P(Vr). Then F(ν) =
0 if and only if ν(P(Vj)) = dimVj/(n + 1) and Fj(νj) = 0, where Fj :
P(P(Vj)) → su(Vj) is the momentum mapping with respect to the natural
SU(Vj ,C)-action on P(Vj).
Proof. By assumption ν =
∑r
j=0 ajνj, where νj is a probability measure
on P(Vj), aj := ν(P(Vj)) ≥ 0 and
∑
j=0 aj = 1. Let µ be the momentum
mapping on Pn and µj the momentum mapping on P(Vj) for the natural
SU(Vj)-action. Set for simplicity V := C
n+1 and dj := dimVj . If [z] ∈ P(Vj),
then
µ([z]) = µj([z]) + i
(
idV
n+ 1
−
idVj
dj
)
.
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Hence
F(ν) =
r∑
j=0
aj
∫
P(Vj)
µ([z])dνj([z]) =
=
r∑
j=0
ajFj(νj) + i
r∑
j=0
aj
(
idV
n+ 1
−
idVj
dj
)
=
=
r∑
j=0
ajFj(νj) + i

 idV
n+ 1
−
r∑
j=0
aj
dj
idVj

 =
=
r∑
j=0
ajFj(νj) + i
r∑
j=0
(
1
n+ 1
−
aj
dj
)
idVj .
Since Fj(νj) ∈ su(Vj) the terms in the last sum are all orthogonal to each
other. Thus F(ν) = 0 if and only if every term vanishes. 
Proof of Theorem 7.8. If ν is stable, then the theorem holds with r = 0.
Assume that ν is polystable but not stable. Then there exists g ∈ SL(n +
1,C) such that F(g · ν) = 0. Set ν ′ = g · ν. By Lemma 7.9 there exists
an orthogonal splitting Cn+1 = W0 ⊕ · · · ⊕Wr such that ν
′ is concentred
on P(W0) ∪ · · · ∪ P(Wr) and ν
′ is stable with respect to G := SL(W0,C) ×
· · · × SL(Wr,C). Therefore ν
′ =
∑r
j=0 ajν
′
j where ν
′
j ∈ P(P(Wj)) and∑r
j=0 aj = 1. By Lemma 7.11, aj = dj/(n+1) and Fj(ν
′
j) = 0. In particular
ν ′j is polystable with respect to SL(Wj ,C) for j = 0, . . . , r. The stabilizer
of ν ′j in SL(Wj) is contained Gν . Since ν is G-stable, Gν is compact, so the
same holds for the stabilizer in SL(Wj) of ν
′
j . Hence ν
′
j is actually stable
with respect to SL(Wj) for any j. Set Vj := g
−1(Wj) for j = 0, . . . , r. Then
Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr. The measures νj := g
−1 · ν ′j ∈ P(P(Vj)) are stable
with respect to SL(Vj) since g is an isomorphism and as observed in 7.10 we
do not need to care about the Hermitian product. Finally
ν =
r∑
j=0
dj
n+ 1
νj .(7.12)
We have proved that the condition in the theorem is necessary for polysta-
bility. Vice versa assume that there exists a splitting Cn+1 = V0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vr
such that (7.12) holds, where νj ∈ P(P(Vj)) is stable. Fix a Hermitian
scalar product h on V = Cn+1, such that the above splitting is orthogo-
nal. By Lemma 7.11 ν is polystable when we consider on P(Pn) the action
of SU(V, h). As noted in 7.10 the choice of the Hermitian product does
not matter. So ν is polystable also with respect to the standard action of
SU(n+ 1). 
7.13. In [12, §2.2] Donaldson considers the ν-balanced metrics on OPn(1)
where ν ∈ P(Pn). He establishes two conditions on ν ensuring that there
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exists a ν-balanced metric. The existence of a ν-balanced metric is equiva-
lent to the polystability of ν with respect to the action of SL(n+1,C) on Pn.
We now show how to recover Donaldson’s conditions. The two conditions
are the following:
(1) for any non-trivial linear function λ on Cn+1 the function log( |λ(z)||z| )
is ν-integrable.
(2) ν =
∑r
i=1 λiδyi with λi ≥ 0 and
∑r
i=1 λi = 1 and such that
ν(L)
dimL+ 1
<
1
n+ 1
,
for any proper linear subspace L ⊂ Pn. We prove that if ν ∈ P(Pn) satisfies
one of the above conditions, then it is stable. If the first condition holds,
then ν(H) = 0 for any hyperplane. Hence it satisfies the assumption of
Theorem 7.6 and so it is stable. The second condition is also clearly covered
by Theorem 7.6.
7.14. Millson and Zombro [36] studied measures on the sphere S2 ⊂ R3. If
i : S2 →֒ R3 denotes the inclusion, they studied the following map
P(S2) −→ R3 ν 7→
∫
S2
i(x)dν(x),
that assigns to a measure its center of mass. Since the inclusion i is the
momentum mapping µ for the SO(3)-action on S2, this is exactly the map
(5.15). Their main result asserts that if ν has no atom of mass greater
than or equal to 1/2, then there exists g ∈ PGL2(C) such that F(gν) = 0.
This follows directly from Theorem 7.6. In fact Theorem 7.6 says that this
condition is equivalent to stability. The proof in [36] is based on the notion of
conformal center of mass. This technique is rather complicated and seems to
be limited to S2. We also point out that Corollary 5.32 (relying on Corollary
3.10) generalizes Proposition 3.3 of [36]. Furthermore Millson and Zombro
defined a measure ν ∈ P(S2) to be semi-stable if there is no atom of mass
greater than 1/2, and nice semi-stable if it has two atoms each of mass
1/2. By Theorem 7.6 our notion of semi-stable coincides with theirs and by
Theorem 7.8 a measure is nice semi-stable if and only if it is polystable but
not stable.
7.15. Let M ⊂ Pn be a projective manifold endowed by the Fubini study
metric. Let K = {g ∈ SU(n + 1) : g(M) = M} and let G = KC. The
K-action on M is Hamiltonian and a momentum mapping is given by the
restriction to M of the momentum mapping of Pn. Let ν ∈ P(M) be such
that for any linear subspace L ⊂ Pn,
ν(M ∩ L) <
dimL+ 1
n+ 1
(
respectively ν(M ∩ L) ≤
dimL+ 1
n+ 1
)
.(7.16)
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If ξ ∈ k, then the unstable manifolds are given by W ξj = (M ∩ Lj) − (M ∩
Lj−1). Hence the computation of λν(e(−v)) works as for the projective space
Pn, showing that ν is stable, respectively semi-stable.
7.17. We wish to recall briefly the original motivation for the map Fν defined
in (6.2). Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold. Given functions
f1, . . . , fr ∈ C
∞(M) such that
∫
M
fj volg = 0, the Rayleigh theorem yields
the upper bound
λ1(M,g) ≤
∑r
j=1
∫
N
|∇fj|
2
g volg∑r
j=1
∫
N
f2j volg
.(7.18)
Assume that M admits a special metric gˆ and that fˆj, . . . , fˆr are eigenfunc-
tions of λ1 for this metric. Assume moreover that there is a large group G
acting on M . If g is another Riemannian metric on M , one might look for
functions fj of the form fj = a
∗fˆj for some a ∈ G. If there is some a ∈ G
that makes the integral of all these functions vanish, one gets the bound
(7.18). If moreover one is able to compute the right hand side of the bound,
then one gets an interesting estimate.
In the paper [29] of Hersch M = S2, gˆ is the round metric and G =
PSL(2,C) acting by Mo¨bius transformations. The functions fˆj are the three
coordinate functions x, y, z. Hersch was able to show that if g is an arbitrary
Riemannian metric on S2 (normalized to have volume 4π), then there is
a ∈ G such that
∫
M
a∗x volg =
∫
M
a∗y volg =
∫
M
a∗z volg = 0. Moreover he
was able to show that the right hand side in (7.18) is equal to 2. Thus he
showed that λ1(S
2, g) ≤ 2.
Bourguignon, Li and Yau [11] realized that this method applies also to
estimate λ1(P
n(C), g) if g is a Ka¨hler metric. In [8] we recast the method
of Hersch-Bouguignon-Li-Yau in terms of momentum mapping and applied
it when M is an arbitrary compact Hermitian symmetric space, gˆ is the
symmetric metric, G = Aut(M) and the functions fˆj are the components of
the momentum mapping µ : M → k∗ for K := Isom(M, gˆ). (Related papers
include [2], [7], [34] and [40]).
In [29], [11] and [8] the estimation of λ1 proceeds in two steps: the first one
is to find a ∈ G such that
∫
M
a∗fj volg = 0. The second step is to actually
compute the right hand side in (7.18). The map (6.2) is the tool to deal
with the first step. Set ν := volg /Vol(M,g). Since fˆj are the components
of µ,
∫
M
a∗fˆj volg = 0 for all j if and only if
∫
M
µ(ax)dν(x) = 0. Thus the
first step amounts to proving that the measure ν is G–polystable! Theorem
5.31 represents a very general solution to the first step. The estimate we get
is the following one.
Theorem 7.19. Let (M,g, ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and let K be a com-
pact group acting isometrically and almost effectively on M with momentum
mapping µ : M → k∗. Fix an Ad-invariant scalar product on k and let
e1, . . . , er be an orthonormal basis of k. Set µj := 〈µ, ej〉. If g is any Ka¨hler
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metric on M then there is a ∈ G such that
λ1(M,g) ≤
∑r
j=1
∫
M
|∇(a∗fj)|
2 volg∫
M
a∗(|µ|2) volg
(7.20)
7.21. The second step is more mysterious. At the moment we are not able to
compute the right hand side in (7.20) in any reasonable geometric situation,
except the known ones, i.e. Hermitian symmetric spaces. We believe that
this computation can be carried out in much greater generality and that
it would yield very interesting estimates. We leave this problem for future
investigations. It is important to notice that in the case of symmetric spaces
the Ka¨hler-Einstein metric (i.e. the symmetric metric) maximizes λ1 among
Ka¨hler metrics in c1(M). Now thanks to the work of Apostolov, Jakobson
and Kokarev there are examples of Fano manifolds where this does not
happen, see [1, Cor. 3.4].
7.22. We want to explain the relation between the results in [8] and those
in the present paper. Let M be a flag manifold. This means that K acts
transitively on the complex manifold M . By Bott-Borel-Weyl theorem, any
flag manifold is the unique complex K-orbit in P(V ) for some irreducible
representation τ : G −→ GL(V ). In [8] we defined τ -admissible measure as
those ν ∈ P(M) such that ν(H ∩M) = 0 for any hyperplane H ⊂ P(V ).
It is immediate that a τ–admissible measure satisfies condition (7.16), so it
is stable. In [8, Thm. 3] we proved that for a τ -admissible ν the map
Fν : G −→ Ω(µ) is surjective. By (7.15) the complement of the open
unstable manifold of any v ∈ k is contained in a hyperplane section of M .
So if ν is τ -admissible, it is concentrated on the open unstable manifold.
Therefore ν ∈ W (M,K,ω, µ). This means that the assumptions in Theorem
6.9 (i.e. when restricting to a torus) are weaker than those of [8, Thm. 3].
Moreover the conclusion is stronger since we prove that Fν is a surjective
submersion. In the nonabelian case, Theorem 6.14 treats a slightly smaller
class of measures. The proofs are completely different. We expect that a
more general surjectivity result holds in the nonabelian case, but we leave
it for future investigations.
7.23. In [8] we used the map Fν0 , where ν0 is the K-invariant measure on a
flag manifold, to get a diffeomorphism between X and Ω(µ). The following
proposition shows that this holds in greater generality.
Proposition 7.24. Let (M,ω) be a Ka¨hler manifold and K a compact con-
nected Lie group. Assume that K acts almost effectively on M with momen-
tum mapping µ. If ν0 ∈ A C (M) is K–invariant, then Fν0 descends to a
map
F˜ν0 : X = G/K → k
that is a diffeomorphism of the symmetric space X onto Ω(µ).
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Proof. Since k · ν0 = ν0,
Fν0(ak) =
∫
M
µ(ak · x)dν0(x) =
∫
M
µ(a · y)dν0(y) = Fν0(a).
Hence Fν0 descends to a map on G/K. By Theorem 6.14 it is a local
diffeomorphism and a proper map. Hence a covering map. Since Ω(µ) is
contractible, it follows that Fν0 is a diffemorphism onto Ω(µ). 
7.25. In [8, Thm. 2, p. 239] we proved that ifM = K/Ko is the flag manifold
given by the complex K-orbit in P(V ) for an irreducible representation τ :
G → GL(V ), then the map Fν0 extends to the Satake compactification
X
S
τ of X = G/K yielding a homeomorphism between X
S
τ and the convex
hull of the momentum image of M , which is a coadjoint orbit. Such a
homeomorphism exists for any symmetric space of non-compact type by a
theorem of Kora´nyi [33]. If M is an arbitrary compact Ka¨hler manifold
with a Hamiltonian action of K, by Proposition 7.24 the convex hull E(µ)
is a K-equivariant compactification of G/K where G = KC. In [9] we
completely described the faces of E(µ). More precisely we proved that the
faces of E(µ) are exposed and correspond to maxima of components of the
momentum mapping. We used this fact to realize a close connection between
the faces of E(µ) and parabolic subgroups of G. Hence, as for the Satake
compatifications, boundary components of G/K are related to parabolic
subgroups of G. We think that it would be interesting to further analyze
these connections.
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